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When the Great Correction Comes (Part 1)

Former oil and gas analyst Jan Lundberg says declining energy and climate ends globalization. It's time to launch the
lifeboats of localization and sustainable energy. Why big government can't fix it -- and why do we need big government
at all? Lundberg sees an inevitable rebuild from his website culturechange.org. First of his two part interview on the big
picture. Click to listen now.

Lundberg explains peak oil's implications with oil-industry and market-supply insight showing why "petrocollapse" is more
likely to be in store than a smooth transition using less and less oil. Climate change urgency is discussed as well as
recent grassroots initiatives to deal with the end of the corporate economy fueled by petroleum.

The show's music clip is "The Great Correction" by Eliza Gilkyson (from the album "Beautiful World").

The above link is for the first part of the interview, to be first aired on Sunday August 30th, on Green 960 AM KKGN San
Francisco, California. It's a 24-minute show un-interrupted by commercials. The second part will play Sunday Sept. 6th.
The Radio Ecoshock Show is regularly on that station, a Clear Channel station no less, every Sunday at 10:30 pm (or a
few minutes after 10:30) Pacific Coast U.S. time.

The above link is is a "Lo-Fi" fast downloading version (5 MB). The URL:

http://www.ecoshock.net/gn960/gn960_090830_Lundberg_LoFi.mp3

For Part 2, click here to listen now. ("Lo-Fi" fast downloading version, 5 MB). The URL is
http://www.ecoshock.net/gn960/gn960_090906_Lundberg2_LoFi.mp3

The whole one hour program, with the complete interview, will begin the college/community radio/podcast circuit on
September 3rd. [The whole one hour program, with the complete interview, for the college/community radio/podcast
circuit is now available by clicking here now.]

Alex Smith's other Radio Ecoshock programs can be found at ecoshock.org
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